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Abstract: The authority and alterity figures in the title are associated with theoretical 

narratives preceding the developments of both Cultural Studies and Postmodern thinking in 

the 1960s and 1970s. The present paper sets itself the more reasonable task of clarifying some 

connections, filiations, and oppositions that are meant to shed some light on important 

developments in the parallel, sometimes interwoven narratives of these two sometimes friendly, 

sometimes inimical travelers, with a view to elucidating the meanings linked to them and to 

stressing their relevance to contemporary thinking about culture. It will become apparent that 

the description of the discursive practices and modes of inquiry, extending in both cultural 

space and time, naturally require evocations of both influential authority figures that paved 

the ground to and became influential in the two respective cultural projects, as well as 

instances when expressions of alterity are necessary to achieve that end. The stress, as it will 

become apparent, will be laid on definitions of Cultural Studies in what is here called “the 

Birmingham tradition.” 
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Both Cultural Studies and Postmodernism were the most spectacular success stories1 in the 

humanities and the social sciences of the late 1960s and 1970s, with important reverberations 

well into the following decades and up to the contemporary age. Their overwhelming diversity 

appears to be almost impossible to deal with and make sense of even in full-length volumes, 

let alone shorter texts like this one. However, the present paper sets itself the more reasonable 

task of clarifying some connections, filiations, and oppositions that are meant to shed some 

light on important developments in the parallel, sometimes interwoven narratives of these two 

frères ennemis in order to highlight the meanings associated with them and their relevance to 

contemporary thinking about culture.  

Definitions of such complex sets of discursive practices and modes of inquiry, 

extending in both cultural space and time, naturally require evocations of both influential 

authority figures that paved the ground to and became influential in, as well as instances when 

 
1 In “On postmodernism and articulation: An Interview with Stuart Hall, edited by L. Grossberg,” Hall, one of 

the founders of British Cultural Studies, calls postmodernism, well into the 1980s, “the biggest success story 

going” (Hall 1996:131). 
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definitions of the two respective cultural projects are achieved in relation to each other as 

expressions of alterity. In other words, one’s identity may largely be defined in terms of parents, 

ancestors and influential senior relatives (such as uncles and aunts), as well as in relation to 

out-groups (hostile neighbors, foreigners, rivals, enemies). The authority and alterity figures in 

the title will therefore find, arguably, significant illustrations in what is to follow in an attempt 

at clarification, not mystification, although indeterminacy and the permanent deferral of 

meaning appear to be valuable concepts and ideas for individuals drifting in the wake of 

previous streams of postmodern thought. 

The shortest story of Cultural Studies is very likely to start from its institutionalization 

as the Centre of Contemporary Cultural Studies at Birmingham University in 1964, while 

postmodernism might start from a discussion of Equivalent VIII, a regular, rectangular pile of 

bricks, laid and exhibited by Carl Andre in London’s Tate Gallery two years later (1966).  

Christopher Butler sees those bricks as “a typically postmodernist object” (Butler 2002: 1), 

while the same author evokes, on the authority of such figures as Fredric Jameson2 and Edward 

Soja3 the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, California as an equally postmodernist 

object, this time not as a very simple pile of bricks, but as a very challenging architectural 

landmark (Butler 3). 

Both Cultural Studies and Postmodernism in “the shortest story” are to be seen in the 

turbulent context of the 1960s and 1970s, when radical, revolutionary young people in the 

Western World, especially in France and America, but elsewhere as well, were rising against 

what they thought were repressive and oppressive establishments, requiring a reconsideration 

of what the coordinates of culture were. In addition, but in strikingly different ways, at it will 

be shown below, Cultural Studies and Postmodernist thinking of those revolutionary years were 

forms of critical response to the reflection of orthodox Marxism in the Eastern countries. East 

of the Iron Curtain, orthodox Marxism had become the prevailing ideology, very much in the 

way in which liberal humanism, initially progressive, had become the prevailing ideology of 

capitalism in the Western world. 

Cultural Studies and Postmodernism alike can trace earlier roots in relation to the 

discourse of the Enlightenment, with which a critical engagement can supply a valid starting 

point. Jere Paul Surber, in his Culture and Critique: An Introduction to the Critical Discourses 

of Cultural Studies, considers the discourse of the Enlightenment, liberal humanism, to be the 

first version of cultural studies in a very broad sense. Liberal humanism is critical of the 

superstitions and dogma inherited from the authoritarian regimes of the Middle Ages. The 

champions of the liberal humanism of the Enlightenment in its progressive, critical version 

“counterposed reason as an analytical solvent to dogma, superstition, and unwarranted social 

authority” (Wolin 2004:1). Like the critical cultural studies proper of the 20th century, liberal 

humanism does not take anything for granted, subjecting the prevailing discourses of the 

Establishment to a rational and skeptical scrutiny. Surber sees liberal humanism as both the 

 
2 In Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 1991. 
3 In Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory, 1989. 
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first notable form of critical cultural discourse and as what one might call the “alterity figure” 

against which subsequent critical cultural discourses took shape in their response to it:  

The first modern critical discourse arose during the Enlightenment. In fact, one might 

say that the defining characteristic of Enlightenment thought was a new, self-consciously 

critical attitude toward prevailing cultural practices and institutions. Although the 

broadly liberal humanist basis for the Enlightenment's cultural criticism has itself been 

attacked by virtually every subsequent critical discourse, we should not overlook its 

crucial role in initiating a project that has continued into our own time (Surber 1998: 24).  

Surber identifies three forms of liberal humanism: Enlightenment, post-Enlightenment and 

contemporary liberal humanism, but one can speak, in broad lines, of one distinct critical 

cultural discourse being promoted by various agents at various times from various positions in 

the social hierarchy of society. Thus, in the post-Enlightenment (after the victory of the 

Industrial Revolution and the elevation of the bourgeoisie to the ruling class position which it 

has occupied ever since) and contemporary age, liberal humanism has lost its critical attitude 

toward the Establishment, acquiring the role of preserving the capitalist status quo. 

 In the context of liberal humanism losing its critical dimensions, while trying hard to 

legitimate itself as the cultural discourse of capitalism, the contribution of the first versions of 

hermeneutic discourse can shed light on later versions of cultural studies in a confrontation 

with emerging postmodern attitudes. Much like the forerunners of the British Cultural Studies, 

the key figures of the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory, as it will be seen in the subsequent 

sections of this essay, share with such critical cultural discourses as hermeneutics a distinctly 

anti-Enlightenment perspective. In its turn, hermeneutics, from the very beginning, took issue 

with the extremely disembodied forms of rationalism that liberal humanism adopted. It was, 

before the postmodernists announced it two centuries later, the first important declaration 

clamoring the failure of the Enlightenment project. Hermeneutics, unlike liberal humanism, 

puts forth its concerns in relation to specific historical coordinates, linked to concrete, reliable 

texts in real places. In so doing, it shares with subsequent forms of cultural studies an 

unmistakable historicist dimension. It also involves an active engagement based on difference, 

which will be taken over in poststructuralist thought, and highlighted by Gadamer as one of his 

basic theses. As Nicholas Davey notes, in connection with Gadamer’s thought in relation to 

understanding, 

Philosophical hermeneutics does not suppose that understanding occurs when a reader’s 

grasp of a text is the same as its author’s. To the contrary, understanding requires and 

perpetuates a mode of differentiation (the hermeneutic differential), which sustains 

understanding as an enduring task. (Davey 2006: 5) 

Cultural Studies, in the wake of hermeneutics, with which it does not share unquestioned 

respect for the cultural heritage and what that means for organic communities, insists that 

understanding and intervention are heavily dependent on both spatial and socio-cultural 
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parameters. Unlike liberal humanism, both hermeneutics and cultural studies are aware that 

context-free universal knowledge is neither to be desired, nor to be postulated. 

While early forms of hermeneutics would attempt to recover the past and its traditions, 

liberal humanism had treated tradition as oppressive superstitions coming from a barbarous 

age. While liberal humanism had consistently upheld individual rights and freedoms in the 

public space, hermeneutics considered individuals as part of a more comprehensive organic 

structure, the attitude that the members of the first wave of British Cultural Studies will be 

known to adopt in their reverent attitude toward the communal dimension of the culture shared 

by organic communities. Hermeneutics had paid attention to interpretation and cultural 

dialogue, rather than to observation, description and lucid explanation, and its promotion of 

texts to be interpreted, rather than a focus on principles and values to be debated in the public 

space, is its contribution to the close reading of any kind of cultural product in Cultural Studies 

today. 

Another contribution made by hermeneutics to the development of both Cultural 

Studies and postmodern thought was its focus on the concept of text, rather than process, 

although most forms of cultural critique would also value practices and discursive practices, 

apart from texts in a very broad sense. Culture for scholars in the early hermeneutic tradition 

was made up of the vast array of texts, mainly reviving the past, thought of as the sum total of 

human achievement, texts to be read attentively and duly interpreted. The interpretation 

consisted in a creative and imaginative kind of reading, thus heralding active engagements with 

the text promoted by reader response theories today. It was not considered a passive, receptive 

skill, with the reader contributing his creativity and sense of belonging, as the founder of 

hermeneutics, Friedrich Schleiermacher, both an authority and an alterity figure in the progress 

of cultural studies, proves in his Hermeneutics and Criticism. 

One can see both British Cultural Studies and emerging forms of postmodern thought, as 

briefly announced above, as responses to the economic determinism and to the dogmatic 

ossification of classical Marxism in the post World War II age. Stalin’s last tyrannical stand, 

and what went after him, such as the repression of the 1956 revolution in Hungary and the 

Soviet repression of the Prague Spring in 1968 caused many Western Marxists to find new 

theoretical and ideological avenues, such as the New Left, from the 1950s onward. In this 

context, some distinct forms of critical response typical of the so-called new wave of British 

Cultural Studies (Richard Hoggart, E.P. Thomson, Raymond Williams) created a new platform 

for the reconsideration of the role of ordinary people in the new postwar contexts.  

Initially, one can see an attitude that they apparently share with such postmodernist 

thinkers as Jean Francois Lyotard in relation to some of the pronouncements of the Frankfurt 

School. In their “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” Adorno and 

Horkheimer had already noted that what had been a project of progress, reason and human 

emancipation had turned into its opposite through excessive rationalization, scientific and 

technological progress having thus led to increased control and manipulation of the masses 

through such instruments as the culture industries:  
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Under monopoly all mass culture is identical, and the lines of its artificial framework 

begin to show through. The people at the top are no longer so interested in concealing 

monopoly: as its violence becomes more open, so its power grows. Movies and radio 

need no longer pretend to be art. The truth that they are just business is made into an 

ideology in order to justify the rubbish they deliberately produce. They call themselves 

industries (Adorno & Horkheimer 1999: 32). 

The two Frankfurt School thinkers saw, from elitist positions, the emerging mass culture as the 

main instrument of mass-deception. Since cultural production has significantly shifted cultural 

production from the unique individual as author to the over-rationalized strandardizing 

processes of modern industrial production, typical of capitalism, the result is that rationality 

had turned into its opposite, and cultural consumers are brainwashed into passively accepting 

mass-produced culture. The technological developments of the culture industries, through their 

deceptively and convincingly “realist” advertising, straightforward and more subtle forms of 

propaganda, Hollywood movies, have all been able to blur distinctions between the real and 

the ideological.  

This undermining of the real by the culture industries, in the opinion of Adorno and 

Horkheimer, will be later explored, and even celebrated, by such postmodernist thinkers as 

Lyotard and Baudrillard. On the other hand, the parallel approach of British Cultural Studies, 

while deploring the effect of the culture industry and of its mass culture at first, while being 

nostalgic about the authentic organic popular culture of the working classes, for example, will 

adopt ways that will gain prominence in subsequent versions of Cultural Studies. There will be 

focus placed upon the active role of the audiences to respond in specific, creative ways to the 

standardizing influence of the culture industries, and their inclusion of the definition of culture 

a wide range of processes, practices as well as artifacts, irrespective of their excellence or of 

their lack of it, defines their cultural populism, a defining feature of Cultural Studies ever since. 

A very important illustration of what Gadamer would call the hermeneutic differential, 

understanding in terms of response to difference and alterity, is the debate between Jurgen 

Habermas and Jean Francois Lyotard over the nature and legitimation, or the alleged failure of 

the Enlightenment project of modernity. Habermas takes a stand reminiscent of the progressive 

stage of modernity with its emancipatory project of progress, encoded in its major discourse, 

which Lyotard sees as its metanarratives or grand narratives. Lyotard as one of the pillars of 

postmodern thought sees the collapse of these metanarratives as the defining feature of the 

postmodern condition. There are, according to Lyotard, two major versions of the narrative of 

legitimation. One of them, more political in nature, casts humankind in the role of the hero of 

liberty, with individuals having the right to benefit from the advantages offered by the 

advancement of knowledge. The second, more general and philosophical, concerns itself with 

the pursuit of knowledge by institutions, such as a site of higher learning which, as Lyotard 

critically notes, “lives and continually renews itself on its own, with no constraint or 

determined goal whatsoever” (Lyotard 32). It is what intellectuals like Matthew Arnold in 

Culture and Anarchy would find as the equivalent of the hard sciences in the field of the 
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humanities, where culture is seen as a disinterested love of perfection, as “a study of perfection” 

(Arnold 2006:  34). 

A major opposition between Habermas and Lyotard has to do with the role of universal 

principles in the process of the legitimation of judgments. While Lyotard considers that any 

discussion of universal criteria is useless and metaphysical, Habermas claims that universal 

principles are necessary, even vital, for social theories meant to engage in legitimation and 

critique undertakings. 

Habermas’s defence of the Enlightenment/modernist project is worth considering, 

though. Unfortunately, it is unable to assess the bewildering, conflicting trends in 20th century 

Western culture to which postmodernist theories, such as Lyotard’s, point to, stressing the 

inadequacy of the two major metanarratives, among other aspects of the legitimation crisis that 

the postmodern condition experiences. Lyotard and other postmodernist theorists are aware of 

the erosion of the modernist project, of these critical aspects showing dramatic changes.  

A cultural studies position assessing this hermeneutic differential between Habermas 

and Lyotard and his version of the postmodern condition, in which America plays an important 

role, is assumed by Stuart Hall, in an interview in which he introduces in the contemporary 

cultural dialog his theory of articulation in relation to Habermas and to Lyotard and the 

postmodern discourse. Referring to Lyotard’s ideas, Hall considers the Frenchman’s ideas as 

celebratory, rather than critical, of how the Western world as a whole dreams itself to be or 

become “American.”   In this 1986 interview, edited by another big name in Cultural Studies, 

Lawrence Grossberg, Stuart Hall deplores, in a very unexpected way, what he calls an 

essentialist and uncritical way of aspects of Lyotardian postmodernist thought to contemporary 

developments. In Lyotard’s vision of postmodernism through American perspectives,  

[…] it not only points to how things are going in modern culture, but it says, first, that 

there is nothing else of any significance—no contradictory forces, and no counter-

tendencies; and second, that these changes are terrific, and all we have to do is to 

reconcile ourselves to them. It is, in my view, being deployed in an essentialist and 

uncritical way. And it is irrevocably Euro- or western-centric in its whole episteme (Hall 

1996:132). 

Hall thus defines his version of cultural studies in the 1980s, an important decade in the 

diversification of this mode of cultural enquiry, in relation to the lack of political commitment 

from the Western-centric postmodern episteme and in relation to what he and his kindred spirits 

consider, very much like the postmodernists themselves, the failure, or the old-fashioned 

perspectives, of the Enlightenment project, refusing to accept the dilemma of what he calls two 

unacceptable options. The former director of the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary 

Cultural Studies considers that the modernist or Enlightenment project is far from unilateral or 

homogeneous: 

So we are caught between two unacceptable choices: Habermas’s defensive position in 

relation to the old Enlightenment project and Lyotard’s Euro-centred celebration of the 

postmodern collapse. To understand the reasons for this oversimplified binary choice is 
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simple enough, if one starts back far enough. I don’t think that there is any such thing as 

the modernist impulse, in the singular. Modernism itself was a decisively ‘western’ 

phenomenon. It was always composed of many different projects, which were not all 

integratable or homogeneous with one another; they were often, in fact, in conflict. (Hall 

1996:132) 

As a matter of fact, it will turn out that postmodern thought is only seen as an updated, 

Americanized or Western-centric form of modernism having reached a new level in the post-

war development of capitalist societies, and Marshall Berman’s All That Is Solid Melts into Air 

only goes on to confirm this postmodern Americanization. In the second chapter of his book, 

“The 1960s: A Shout in the Street,” Berman discusses what he calls that decade’s modern 

environment of the “Expressway world,” and what everybody else today would associate with 

the rise of the postmodern: “The Expressway world, the modern environment that emerged 

after World War Two, would reach a pinnacle of power and self-confidence in the 1960s, in 

the America of the New Frontier, the Great Society, Apollo on the moon” (Berman 1988: 313). 

This expressway world of economic and cultural modernization in a complex relationship with 

modernism (as a break with the modern rather than as an expression of it) itself and with its 

postmodern challenges is definitely a western rather than a global phenomenon. 

Postmodern thought up to the 1980s and 1990s usually conceptualizes itself in terms of 

“dismemberment” (Hassan 1971) “death” (Barthes 1969 “death of the author,” Zito 1993, 

“death of meaning”), or “end” (Fukuyama 1992, “end of history”), when, in fact, what its 

theorists identify as dismemberment, to use Ihab Hassan’s term, is mere suspicion of previous 

certainties. A critical attitude to these certainties or an incredulity toward the metanarratives, 

to use Lyotard’s famous definition, apparently brings these thinkers closer to the cultural 

studies’ position, but this is not true, even if some key theorists, like Foucault, are claimed by 

both ways of contemporary cultural reassessments. 

The sharpest opposition between postmodernism and cultural studies lies in their position 

in relation to representation, signification, meaning as a whole and, very importantly, ideology 

and the challenging of the “real.” The postmodernists have taken over Foucault’s ideas of the 

discursive as devoid of ideological power, with power ubiquitously spread in communities 

rather than expressing relations of clear inequality and oppression, as well as resistance to it, 

with Baudrillard proclaiming the end of signifying practices and representation. In Stuart Hall’s 

opinion, these thinkers define themselves in opposition to the ideological and political projects 

of cultural studies in the Birmingham tradition.  

Cultural Studies positions thus define themselves in opposition to what they are not and 

their “alterity figure,” even if inevitably a generalization, is apolitical, ahistorical and largely 

anti-humanist. Cultural studies invokes its militant, ideological agenda, while also, in some of 

its orientations, humanist in its confidence in people’s emancipator ability to deal with what 

Louis Althusser, the “anti-humanist” post-structuralist, used to refer to as the Ideological State 

Apparatuses. Although accepting the challenges of poststructuralist thought and its agency vs. 

structure oppositions, Stuart Hall and his trend in Cultural Studies advocated the power of 

agency and the importance of commitment in the promotion of cultural production, with a 
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specific version of the theory of articulation, which, in a more extended article than this one, 

requires further definition in relation to other important theories, such as Arjun Appadurai’s 

ideas expressed in his “Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy.” Stuart 

Hall’s version of articulation both supports the idea that “ideology empowers people” (Hall 

1996:142) and explains the bewildering diverse configurations that it, articulation, can lead to, 

nor only in the Western world affected by the postmodern condition. His theory, very much 

like Appadurai’s, which accounts for the extreme diversity engendered by the interwoven 

action of his perspectival cultural flows4, is able to explain both the diversity and the dynamic 

interaction of cultural actors and processes on a global scale, thus giving Cultural Studies a 

much wider scope and complexity.  
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